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准考證號碼： 

國立臺中教育大學 103 學年度大學日間部轉學招生考試 

語文（英文）試題 
 

適用學系: 教育學系、特殊教育學系、幼兒教育學系、體育學系、 

語文教育學系、諮商與應用心理學系、科學教育與應用學系 

 

I. Vocabulary: (10 points, 1 point each question) 

Please choose the best answer to complete the following sentences or to substitute the 

underlined words. There is only one correct answer to each sentence. 

 

1. He was arrested for drunk driving because he had drunk more than the 

_______________ limit of alcohol. 

A. similar 

B. legal 

C. available 

D. lethal  

 

2.  The young pop star became famous while still in high school after winning a 

_______________ with a major record label. 

A. economy 

B. contract 

C. factor 

D. contact 

 

3. Your continued lateness for class _______________ to me that you are not really a 

very serious student. 

A. indicates 

B. analyzes 

C. administers  

D. showcases 

 

4. Some _______________ into second language learning suggests that oral fluency 

may increase with moderate amounts of alcohol. 

A. pathology 

B. research  

C. theology  

D. studies 
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5. The perspiration on your skin tends to stay on your skin rather than evaporating 

into the air. 

A. humidity     

B. circulation           

C. sweat 

D. tears 

 

6. Some companies do not even guarantee a woman her job back if she leaves 

temporarily to have a child. 

A. briefly      

B. permanently      

C. frequently      

D. enduringly 

 

7. They learn when they should accelerate on the straightaways and slow down on 

the curves. 

A. stop        

B. promote        

C. speed up        

D. answer 

 

8. Too often we don’t take time to ponder the possible consequences of our actions. 

A. wait for       

B. think about       

C. ignore       

D. puddle 

 

9. The gist of the novel is that a family got stranded on an island and had to struggle 

to survive. 

A. the small parts     

B. the benefit         

C. the main idea 

D. fist 

 

10. Without water for support, a stranded whale may suffocate under its own weight. 

A. smother     

B. flatten        

C. enlarge       

D. breathe 
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II. Grammar Cloze: (20 points, 2 points each question) 

Instructions: Complete the following passage by filling in the blanks with the best choice 

provided. 

__11   a population of 8,008,278 (2000 census), New York City is the largest metropolis 

in the United States. __12   New York Bay in southeastern New York State, the city covers an 

area of 309 square miles. It is __13   five counties, called boroughs. The borough of 

Manhattan, an island, is the heart of the city. The Bronx, to the north, is part of the mainland, 

while Brooklyn and Queens, to the east, __14 _ on Long Island. Staten Island, to the southwest, 

is in New York Bay.  

New York __15  in 1624 as the Dutch colony of New Amsterdam. __16  the 

tiny settlement on the tip of Manhattan surrendered to the British forces in 1664, 

__17__ name became New York. After the American Revolution, New York had the 

distinction of __18__ the largest city in the United States. It was the U.S. capital ___19   

1789 to 1790 and the state capital until 1797. The port of New York expanded rapidly 

after the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825. The Brooklyn Bridge, completed in 1883, 

__20  two large cities, Brooklyn and New York. In 1898, New York adopted a new 

charter, consolidating the five boroughs into one huge city. 

11. A. Of    B. With   C. Have    D. As 

12. A. Locating on B. Located on C. Locating in   D. Locating on 

13. A. made of  B. made believe C. made into   D. made up of 

14. A. is    B. are   C. has been   D. have been 

15. A. was founded B. is founded  C. had been founded D. was found 

16. A. Where   B. When   C. What    D. Which 

17. A. it    B. its   C. it’s    D. X 

18. A. is    B. was    C. being    D. has being 

19. A. beginning  B. starting  C. in    D. from  

20. A. linking   B. to link  C. has linked   D. linked 
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III. Reading Comprehension (20 points, 2 points each question) 

 

Jackson Pollock is seen as the most important and influential painter of the 

mid-twentieth century. He was the leader of American Abstract Expressionism and the 

country’s most significant painter. He consciously broke all of the links with art of the 

past and opened up a whole new direction for painting. Born in a Midwest town named 

after Buffalo Bill Cody, he grew up travelling between California and Arizona and 

liked to play up to his image as a hard-drinking, macho cowboy. But by the time he 

was twenty-eight he was living in New York, working under the influence of the 

Surrealists, Picasso and the Mexican Muralists. When his “action paintings” became 

known, he was thrown into the limelight as the first superstar of American art. His 

work between 1947 and 1952 revolutionized painting. He became the archetype of the 

new twentieth-century artist, wild, drunk, and creating art that was seemingly brilliant 

but totally impenetrable to a mass American audience that was used to representational 

imagery. Travelling home one night in Long Island, drunk with his mistress, Pollock 

drove off the road and into the trees, killing himself instantly.  

 

21. What is the main idea of the passage? 

A. The painting style of Jackson Pollock 

B. How Jackson Pollock’s childhood affected his artistic expressions 

C. The biography of Jackson Pollock 

D. The tragic death of Jackson Pollock 

 

22. What does archetype mean? 

A. model 

B. fame 

C. wealth 

D. talent 

 

23. Which of the followings best describes the style of Pollock’s paintings? 

A. traditional 

B. neoclassical  

C. representational 

D. abstract 

 

24. According to the passage, what did most Americans think of Pollock’s paintings? 

A. approachable 

B. understandable 

C. incomprehensible 

D. impersonal 
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25. How did Jackson Pollock die? 

A. He committed suicide. 

B. His mistress killed him. 

C. He ran away with his mistress.  

D. He died in a car accident.  

 

Think a little about the word “intelligence.” Are you certain of its meaning? What is 

meant by saying that an animal is intelligent” And how can we tell whether animals 

are intelligent? After all, animals cannot speak, and they do not use words. They 

cannot learn history or spelling. Still, animals do many things. Perhaps your pet 

goldfish swims to the surface looking for food when you move near its tank. Many 

other animals can do tricks and tasks. Circuses are filled with dancing bears, playful 

sea lions, prancing horses, and hard-working elephants. Such behavior is often 

wrongly interpreted as signs of intelligence. As you will see, performing tricks or tasks 

is not truly a sign of intelligence. Intelligence is the ability to reason. It is the sudden 

flash of an idea. It is the ability to solve a new problem directly and also by using 

previous experience. Tricks and tasks can be mastered through special kinds of 

learning. One way of learning them is through trial-and-error methods. Another is 

through conditioned responses. These are actions stemming from repeated experiences. 

For example, if a bell is rung every time an animal is fed, the animal soon learns to 

look for food when it hears the bell. It is important to understand how such learning 

behavior works. Then you will be able to understand the difference between it and 

truly intelligent behavior.  

 

26. What is the main idea of the passage? 

A. Animals do not have true intelligence. 

B. Animals can be taught to gain intelligence. 

C. Animal behaviors are often mistaken as intelligence.  

D. Circuses are filled with intelligent animals.  

 

27. What can be considered as a sign of intelligence? 

A. looking for food when a bell is rung 

B. responses learned from repeated experiences 

C. mastering tricks through trial-and-error methods 

D. having the ability to work out new solutions to problems 
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28. What does “prancing” mean? 

A. dancing 

B. playing  

C. racing 

D. winning 

 

29. What does it in the last sentence refer to? 

A. learning behavior 

B. repeated experience 

C. food and bell 

D. trial-and-error 

 

30. According to the passage, why is it important to understand how learning behavior 

works? 

A. To be able to better teach animals tricks and tasks 

B. To be able to know what true intelligence is 

C. To be able to solve problems in life 

D. To be able to understand conditioned responses 


